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I. I. Computer processing of Computer processing of 
natural languagenatural language

Computational Linguistics:Computational Linguistics:
–– a branch of computer a branch of computer sciencescience, , thatthat attemptsattempts to to 

modelmodel the the cognitivecognitive facultyfaculty of of humanshumans thatthat
enablesenables usus to to produce/understandproduce/understand languagelanguage

Natural Language Natural Language ProcessingProcessing::
–– a subfield of CL, dealing with specific methods to a subfield of CL, dealing with specific methods to 

process languageprocess language
Human Human Language Technologies:Language Technologies:
–– (the development of) useful programs to process (the development of) useful programs to process 

languagelanguage

Languages and Languages and 
computerscomputers
How do computers How do computers ““understandunderstand””

languagelanguage??
(written) language is, for a computer, merely a (written) language is, for a computer, merely a 

sequence of characters (sequence of characters (stringsstrings))

Tokenisation Tokenisation –– splitting of splitting of texttext intointo tokenstokens
((wordswords):):

words are separated by spaceswords are separated by spaces
words are separated by spaceswords are separated by spaces or punctuation or punctuation 
words are separated by spaceswords are separated by spaces or punctuation and or punctuation and 
spacespace
[[2,2,3H]3H]dexamethasonedexamethasone, , $4$4..000000..00, 00, prepre-- and and postpost--
natalnatal, , etc. etc. 

ProblemProblemss

Languages have properties that humans find Languages have properties that humans find easyeasy to to 
processprocess, , butbut areare veryvery problematicproblematic forfor computerscomputers

AmbiguityAmbiguity: : many many wowordsrds, , syntacticsyntactic constructionsconstructions, etc. , etc. 
havehave moremore thanthan oneone interpretationinterpretation
VaguenessVagueness: : manymany linguisticlinguistic featuresfeatures areare leftleft implicitimplicit
in the textin the text
ParaphrasesParaphrases: : manymany conceptsconcepts cancan be be expressedexpressed in in 
different different waysways

HumansHumans useuse contextcontext and and backgroundbackground knowledgeknowledge; ; bothboth
areare difficultdifficult forfor computerscomputers
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Time Time fliesflies like like anan arrowarrow..
I saw the spy with the binoculars. He I saw the spy with the binoculars. He 
left the bank at 3 p.m. left the bank at 3 p.m. 

The The dimensdimensionsions of the of the 
problemproblem

Scope of language resources

Depth of analysis

Application area

Morphology

Syntax

Semantics

Pragmatics

Identification of 
words

Many applications require only a shallow level of analysis.

StruStructuralistcturalist and empiricist views and empiricist views 
on languageon language

The sThe strutructuralistcturalist approachapproach::
–– Language is a limited and orderly system based on rulesLanguage is a limited and orderly system based on rules..
–– AAutomaticutomatic processing of language is possible with rulesprocessing of language is possible with rules
–– Rules are written in accordance with language intuitionRules are written in accordance with language intuition

The empirical approachThe empirical approach::
–– Language is the sum total of all its manifestations (written Language is the sum total of all its manifestations (written 

and spokenand spoken))
–– Generalisations are possible onlyGeneralisations are possible only onon the basis of large the basis of large 

collections of language data, which serve as a sample of the collections of language data, which serve as a sample of the 
language (language (corporacorpora))

–– Machine Learning: Machine Learning: ““datadata--driven automatic inference of rulesdriven automatic inference of rules””
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Other names for the two Other names for the two 
approachesapproaches

rationalism vs. empiricismrationalism vs. empiricism
competence vs. performancecompetence vs. performance
deductive vs. inductivedeductive vs. inductive
Deductive method: from the general to specific; Deductive method: from the general to specific; 
rules are derived from axioms and principles; rules are derived from axioms and principles; 
verification of rules by observationsverification of rules by observations
Inductive method: from the specific to the general; Inductive method: from the specific to the general; 
rules are derived from specific observations; rules are derived from specific observations; 
falsification of rules by observationsfalsification of rules by observations

Empirical approachEmpirical approach

Describing naturally occurring language dataDescribing naturally occurring language data
Objective (reproducible) statements about languageObjective (reproducible) statements about language
Quantitative analysis: common patterns in language Quantitative analysis: common patterns in language 
useuse
Creation of robust tools by applying statistical and Creation of robust tools by applying statistical and 
machine learning approaches to large amounts of machine learning approaches to large amounts of 
language datalanguage data
Basis for empirical approach: corporaBasis for empirical approach: corpora
Empirical turn supported by rise in processing Empirical turn supported by rise in processing 
speed of computers and their amount of storage, speed of computers and their amount of storage, 
and the revolution in the availability of machineand the revolution in the availability of machine--
readable texts (the wordreadable texts (the word--wide web)wide web)

II. II. The history of The history of 
Computational LinguisticsComputational Linguistics

MT, empiricism (1950MT, empiricism (1950--70)70)
Structuralism: the generative Structuralism: the generative 
paradigm (70paradigm (70--90)90)
Data fights back (80Data fights back (80--00)00)
A happy marriage?A happy marriage?
The promise of the WebThe promise of the Web
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The early yearsThe early years

The promise (and need!) for machine translationThe promise (and need!) for machine translation
The decade of optimism: 1954The decade of optimism: 1954--19661966
The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak The spirit is willing but the flesh is weak ≠≠
The vodka is good but the meat is rottenThe vodka is good but the meat is rotten
ALPAC report 1966: ALPAC report 1966: 
no further investment in MT research; instead no further investment in MT research; instead 
development of machine aids for translators, such development of machine aids for translators, such 
as automatic dictionaries, and the continued as automatic dictionaries, and the continued 
support of basic research in computational support of basic research in computational 
linguistics linguistics 
also quantitative language (text/author) also quantitative language (text/author) 
investigationsinvestigations

The Generative ParadigmThe Generative Paradigm

Noam ChomskyNoam Chomsky’’s Transformational grammar: s Transformational grammar: Syntactic Syntactic 
Structures Structures (1957)(1957)

Two levels of representation of the structure of sentences: Two levels of representation of the structure of sentences: 
an underlying, more abstract form, termed 'deep structure',an underlying, more abstract form, termed 'deep structure',
the actual form of the sentence produced, called 'surface the actual form of the sentence produced, called 'surface 
structure'.structure'.

Deep structure is represented in the form of a hierarchical treeDeep structure is represented in the form of a hierarchical tree
diagram, or "phrase structure tree," depicting the abstract diagram, or "phrase structure tree," depicting the abstract 
grammatical relationships between the words and phrases grammatical relationships between the words and phrases 
within a sentence.within a sentence.

A system of formal rules specifies how deep structures are to beA system of formal rules specifies how deep structures are to be
transformed into surface structures. transformed into surface structures. 

Phrase structure rules and Phrase structure rules and 
derivation treesderivation trees

SS →→ NP V NPNP V NP
NPNP →→ NN
NPNP →→ Det NDet N
NP NP →→ NP that SNP that S
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Characteristics of generative Characteristics of generative 
grammargrammar

Research mostly in syntax, but also Research mostly in syntax, but also 
phonology, morphology and semantics (as phonology, morphology and semantics (as 
well as language development, cognitive well as language development, cognitive 
linguistics)linguistics)
Cognitive modelling and generative Cognitive modelling and generative 
capacity; search for linguistic universalscapacity; search for linguistic universals
First strict formal specifications (at first), but First strict formal specifications (at first), but 
problems of overpremissivnessproblems of overpremissivness
ChomskyChomsky’’s Development: Transformational s Development: Transformational 
Grammar (1957, 1964), Grammar (1957, 1964), ……, Government and , Government and 
Binding/Principles and Parameters (1981), Binding/Principles and Parameters (1981), 
Minimalism (1995)Minimalism (1995)

Computational linguisticsComputational linguistics

Focus in the 70Focus in the 70’’s is on cognitive simulation s is on cognitive simulation 
(with long term practical prospects..)(with long term practical prospects..)
The applied branch of CompLing is called The applied branch of CompLing is called 
Natural Language ProcessingNatural Language Processing
Initially following ChomskyInitially following Chomsky’’s theory + s theory + 
developing efficient methods for parsingdeveloping efficient methods for parsing
Early 80Early 80’’s: unification based grammars s: unification based grammars 
(artificial intelligence, logic programming, (artificial intelligence, logic programming, 
constraint satisfaction, inheritance constraint satisfaction, inheritance 
reasoning, object oriented programming,..) reasoning, object oriented programming,..) 

ProblemsProblems

Disadvantage of ruleDisadvantage of rule--based (deepbased (deep--knowledge) knowledge) 
systems:systems:
Coverage (lexicon)Coverage (lexicon)
Robustness (illRobustness (ill--formed input)formed input)
Speed (polynomial complexity)Speed (polynomial complexity)
Preferences (the problem of ambiguity: Preferences (the problem of ambiguity: ““Time flies Time flies 
like an arrowlike an arrow””))
Applicability?Applicability?
(more useful to know what is the name of a (more useful to know what is the name of a 
company than to know the deep parse of a company than to know the deep parse of a 
sentence)sentence)
EUROTRA and VERBMOBIL: success or disaster?EUROTRA and VERBMOBIL: success or disaster?
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Back to dataBack to data

Late 1980’s: applied methods based on data 
(the decade of “language resources”)
The increasing role of the lexicon
(Re)emergence of corpora
90’s: Human language technologies 
Data-driven shallow (knowledge-poor) 
methods
Inductive approaches, esp. statistical ones 
(PoS tagging, collocation identification)
Importance of evaluation (resources, 
methods)

The new millenniumThe new millennium

The emergence of the Web:The emergence of the Web:
Simple to access, but hard to digest Simple to access, but hard to digest 
Large and getting largerLarge and getting larger
MultilingualityMultilinguality

The promise of mobile, The promise of mobile, ‘‘invisibleinvisible’’
interfaces;interfaces;

HLT in the role of middleHLT in the role of middle--wareware

III. III. HLT applicationsHLT applications

Speech technologies
Machine translation
Question answering
Information retrieval and extraction
Text summarisation
Text mining
Dialogue systems
Multimodal and multimedia systems

Computer assisted:
authoring; language learning; translating; 
lexicology; language research
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More More HLT applicationsHLT applications

Corpus toolsCorpus tools
concordance software concordance software 
tools for statistical analysis of corporatools for statistical analysis of corpora
tools for compiling corporatools for compiling corpora
tools for aligning corporatools for aligning corpora
tools for annotating corporatools for annotating corpora

Translation toolsTranslation tools
programs for terminology databasesprograms for terminology databases
translation memory programstranslation memory programs
machine translationmachine translation

Speech technologies

speech synthesis
speech recognition
speaker verification

spoken dialogue systems
speech-to-speech translation
speech prosody: emotional speech
audio-visual speech (talking heads)

Machine translation

Perfect MT would require the problem of NL Perfect MT would require the problem of NL 
understanding to be solved first!understanding to be solved first!

Types of MT:Types of MT:
Fully automatic MT (Fully automatic MT (Google translateGoogle translate, , babelbabel fishfish))
HumanHuman--aided MT (pre and postaided MT (pre and post--processing)processing)
Machine aided HT (translation memories)Machine aided HT (translation memories)

Problem of evaluationProblem of evaluation::
automatic (BLEU, METEOR)automatic (BLEU, METEOR)
manual (expensive!)manual (expensive!)
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RuleRule basedbased MTMT

Analysis and Analysis and 
generationgeneration rules + rules + 
lexiconslexicons
AltavistaAltavista::
babelbabel fishfish
ProblemsProblems::
veryvery expensiveexpensive to to 
developdevelop, , difficultdifficult
to to debugdebug, , gapsgaps in in 
knowledgeknowledge

Statistical MTStatistical MT

parparallelallel corpora: corpora: 
text in original language + translationtext in original language + translation
textstexts are are firstfirst alignedaligned by by sentencessentences
on the basis of parallel corpora only: induce on the basis of parallel corpora only: induce 
statistical model of translationstatistical model of translation
NoisyNoisy channelchannel model, model, introducedintroduced by by 
researchersresearchers workingworking at IBM: at IBM: 
very influential approachvery influential approach
now used in now used in Google translateGoogle translate

Information retrieval and Information retrieval and 
extractionextraction

Information retrievalInformation retrieval ((IRIR) ) 
searching for documents, for searching for documents, for informationinformation within within 
documents and for documents and for metadatametadata about documents.about documents.
–– ““bag of wordsbag of words”” approachapproach

Information extractionInformation extraction ((IEIE) ) 
a type of a type of IR IR whose goal is to automatically extract whose goal is to automatically extract 
structured information, i.e. categorized and structured information, i.e. categorized and 
contextually and semantically wellcontextually and semantically well--defined data defined data 
from a certain domain, from unstructured from a certain domain, from unstructured machinemachine--
readablereadable documents. documents. 
Related area: Related area: Named Entity Named Entity RecognitionRecognition
–– identify names, dates, numeric expression in textidentify names, dates, numeric expression in text
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CorpusCorpus linguisticslinguistics

LargeLarge collectioncollection of of textstexts, , uniformlyuniformly encodedencoded
and and chosenchosen accordingaccording to to linguisticlinguistic criteriacriteria = = 
corpuscorpus
Corpora Corpora cancan be (be (manuallymanually, , automaticallyautomatically) ) 
annotatedannotated withwith linguisticlinguistic information (e.g. information (e.g. 
PoS, PoS, lemmalemma))
Used as Used as datasetsdatasets forfor
–– linguisticlinguistic investigationsinvestigations ((lexicographylexicography!)!)
–– traningtraning or or testingtesting of of programsprograms

ConcordancesConcordances

IV. IV. Levels of linguistic Levels of linguistic 
analysisanalysis
Phonetics
Phonology
Morphology
Syntax
Semantics
Discourse analysis
Pragmatics
+ Lexicology
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PhoneticsPhonetics

Studies how sounds are Studies how sounds are 
produced; methods for produced; methods for 
description, description, 
classification, classification, 
transcriptiontranscription
ArticulatoryArticulatory phonetics phonetics 
(how sounds are made)(how sounds are made)
Acoustic phonetics Acoustic phonetics 
(physical properties of (physical properties of 
speech sounds)speech sounds)
Auditory phonetics Auditory phonetics 
(perceptual response to (perceptual response to 
speech sounds)speech sounds)

PhonologyPhonology

Studies the sound systems of a 
language (of all the sounds humans 
can produce, only a small number are 
used distinctively in one language)
The sounds are organised in a system 
of contrasts; can be analysed e.g. in 
terms of phonemes or distinctive 
features

Distinctive featuresDistinctive features
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II
PP
AA

MorphologyMorphology

Studies the structure and form of wordsStudies the structure and form of words
Basic unit of meaning: Basic unit of meaning: morphememorpheme
Morphemes pair meaning with form, and Morphemes pair meaning with form, and 
combine to make words: combine to make words: 
e.g. e.g. dogs dogs dogdog//DOG,NounDOG,Noun + + --s/plurals/plural
Process complicated by exceptions and Process complicated by exceptions and 
mutationsmutations
Morphology as the interface between Morphology as the interface between 
phonology and syntax (and the lexicon)phonology and syntax (and the lexicon)

Types of morphological Types of morphological 
processesprocesses

Inflection (syntax-driven):
run, runs, running, ran
gledati, gledam, gleda, glej, gledal,...
Derivation (word-formation):
to run, a run, runny, runner, re-run, …
gledati, zagledati, pogledati, pogled, 
ogledalo,...
Compounding (word-formation):
zvezdogled,
Herzkreislaufwiederbelebung
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Inflectional MorphologyInflectional Morphology

Mapping of form to (syntactic) Mapping of form to (syntactic) 
functionfunction
dogsdogs dog + sdog + s / / DOG DOG [[N,plN,pl]]
In search of regularities: In search of regularities: talk/walk; talk/walk; 
talks/walks; talked/walked; talks/walks; talked/walked; 
talking/walkingtalking/walking
Exceptions: Exceptions: take/took, wolf/wolves, take/took, wolf/wolves, 
sheep/sheep sheep/sheep 
English (relatively) simple; inflection English (relatively) simple; inflection 
much richer in e.g. Slavic languagesmuch richer in e.g. Slavic languages

Macedonian verb Macedonian verb 
paradigmparadigm

SyntaxSyntax
How are words arranged to form sentences?How are words arranged to form sentences?
**I milk likeI milk like
I saw the man on the hill with a telescope.I saw the man on the hill with a telescope.
The study of rules which reveal the structure The study of rules which reveal the structure 
of sentences (typically treeof sentences (typically tree--based)based)
A A ““prepre--processing stepprocessing step”” for semantic analysisfor semantic analysis
Common terms:Common terms:
Subject, Predicate, Object, Subject, Predicate, Object, 
Verb phrase, Noun phrase, Prepositional phr., Verb phrase, Noun phrase, Prepositional phr., 
Head, Complement, Adjunct,Head, Complement, Adjunct,……
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Syntactic theoriesSyntactic theories

Transformational Syntax Transformational Syntax 
N. Chomsky: TG, GB, MinimalismN. Chomsky: TG, GB, Minimalism
Distinguishes two levels of structure: Distinguishes two levels of structure: 
deep and surface; rules mediate deep and surface; rules mediate 
between the twobetween the two
Logic and Unification based Logic and Unification based 
approaches (approaches (’’80s) : FUG, TAG, GPSG, 80s) : FUG, TAG, GPSG, 
HPSG, HPSG, ……
Phrase based vs. dependency based Phrase based vs. dependency based 
approachesapproaches

Example of a phrase structure Example of a phrase structure 
and a dependency treeand a dependency tree

SemanticsSemantics

The study of The study of meaningmeaning in languagein language
Very old discipline, esp. philosophical Very old discipline, esp. philosophical 
semantics (Plato, Aristotle)semantics (Plato, Aristotle)
Under which conditions are statements Under which conditions are statements 
true or false; problems of quantificationtrue or false; problems of quantification
The meaning of words The meaning of words –– lexical lexical 
semanticssemantics
spinsterspinster = unmarried female = unmarried female **my brother is a my brother is a 
spinsterspinster
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Discourse analysis and Discourse analysis and 
PragmaticsPragmatics

Discourse analysis: the study of connected 
sentences – behavioural units (anaphora, 
cohesion, connectivity)
Pragmatics: language from the point of view 
of the users (choices, constraints, effect; 
pragmatic competence; speech acts; 
presupposition)
Dialogue studies (turn taking, task 
orientation)

LexicologyLexicology

The study of the vocabulary (lexis / lexemes) of a The study of the vocabulary (lexis / lexemes) of a 
language (a lexical language (a lexical ““entryentry”” can describe less or can describe less or 
more than one word)more than one word)
Lexica can contain a variety of information:Lexica can contain a variety of information:
sound, pronunciation, spelling, syntactic behaviour, sound, pronunciation, spelling, syntactic behaviour, 
definition, examples, translations, related wordsdefinition, examples, translations, related words
Dictionaries, mental lexicon, digital lexicaDictionaries, mental lexicon, digital lexica
Plays an increasingly important role in theories and Plays an increasingly important role in theories and 
computer applicationscomputer applications
Ontologies: WordNet, Semantic WebOntologies: WordNet, Semantic Web

HLT research fieldsHLT research fields

Phonetics and phonologyPhonetics and phonology: : speechspeech synthesissynthesis and and 
recognitionrecognition
MorphologyMorphology: : morphological analysis, morphological analysis, partpart--ofof--speechspeech
taggingtagging, , lemlemmmatiatisationsation, recognition of unknown , recognition of unknown 
wordswords
SyntaxSyntax: : determiningdetermining the the constituentconstituent partsparts of a of a 
sentencesentence (NP, VP) and (NP, VP) and theirtheir syntacticsyntactic functionfunction
((SubjectSubject, , PredicatePredicate, , ObjectObject))
SemanticsSemantics: : wordword--sensesense disambiguationdisambiguation, , automaticautomatic
inductioninduction of semantic of semantic resourcesresources ((thesaurithesauri, ontologies, ontologies))
MultiulingualMultiulingual technologiestechnologies: : extractingextracting translationtranslation
equivalentsequivalents from from corporacorpora, , machinemachine translationtranslation
InternetInternet: information : information extractionextraction, , ttextext miningmining, , 
advanced search enginesadvanced search engines
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Further readingFurther reading
Language Technology World Language Technology World 
http://www.lthttp://www.lt--world.org/world.org/
The Association for Computational Linguistics The Association for Computational Linguistics 
http://www.aclweb.org/http://www.aclweb.org/ (c.f. Resources)(c.f. Resources)
InteractiveInteractive Online CL DemosOnline CL Demos
http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/CL/InteractiveTools.htmlhttp://www.ifi.unizh.ch/CL/InteractiveTools.html
Natural Language Natural Language ProcessingProcessing –– coursecourse materialsmaterials
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Courses/cs674/2003sp/http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Courses/cs674/2003sp/


